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[1] Using analog modeling aided by digital image analysis (DPIV), we constrained the
long‐term kinematic evolution of strain partitioning in transpressional brittle wedges as a
function of convergence angle. We ran a series of dry quartz sand experiments
representing highly oblique continent‐continent collision (convergence angles of 4° to
30°). The digital image analysis provided high‐resolution constraints on the long‐term
kinematic evolution of these wedges, which could be subdivided in distinct kinematic
stages, comprising (1) an initial “distributed strain” stage and (2) an “oblique wedge” stage
before (3) the stage of strain partitioning is reached. Thus, we document the evolution of
different deformation stages from a single plate tectonic boundary condition. In addition,
the relationship between convergence angle, kinematic stages, and wedge geometry
(including fault dips and fault hierarchy) was established. The modeling results show that
smaller convergence angles lead to steeper faults. Besides, for a constant convergence
angle, the proshears that evolved during the strain partitioning stage were less steep than
those formed during the oblique wedge stage. The fault slip vector on individual fault
segments was derived from the DPIV data set for each time increment, quantifying the
magnitude and orientation of slip on fault segments during the different kinematic stages.
In addition, in the 7.5° and 15° models, rotation of the slip vector by up to 40° was
observed on a single proshear during the strain partitioning stage. These observations
allow to some degree a validation of existing analytical models of strain partitioning, in
particular the assumption of steady state.
Citation: Leever, K. A., R. H. Gabrielsen, D. Sokoutis, and E. Willingshofer (2011), The effect of convergence angle on the
kinematic evolution of strain partitioning in transpressional brittle wedges: Insight from analog modeling and high‐resolution
digital image analysis, Tectonics, 30, TC2013, doi:10.1029/2010TC002823.
1. Introduction
[2] In transpressive tectonic settings, strain partitioning
between a fault system accommodating displacement par-
allel, and faults and folds formed in response to a compo-
nent more orthogonal to the plate boundary is commonly
observed, both in continent‐continent and in oblique sub-
duction systems (Figure 1). Some examples are the West
Spitsbergen fold and thrust belt [Lowell, 1972; Maher and
Craddock, 1988], the San Andreas fault system [e.g.,
Jones and Tanner, 1995; Titus et al., 2007], the Palmyrides
in Lebanon [Weinberger et al., 2009], Trinidad [Jamison,
1991], Ryukyu/Taiwan [Lallemand et al., 1999], New
Zealand [Koons and Henderson, 1995; Upton et al., 2003],
Sumatra [Yu et al., 1993] and southern Chile [Polonia et al.,
2007]. Along obliquely convergent subduction margins, an
alternative manifestation of strain partitioning is back‐arc
spreading, which may cause a difference between the plate
motion vector and the slip vector derived from earthquake
fault plane solutions [Yu et al., 1993]. In the present con-
tribution, we focus on transpression and strain partitioning
in brittle wedges, representing highly oblique continental
collision at different convergence angles. Convergence
angle a is defined as the angle between the plate motion
vector and the plate boundary, where a = 90° represents
orthogonal convergence and a = 0° strike slip. An alterna-
tive way to express the plate kinematics is in terms of
(convergence) obliquity, representing the angle between the
plate vector and the normal to the plate boundary.
[3] A first quantitative kinematic description of transpres-
sive strain was given by Sanderson and Marchini [1984],
who considered it “as a wrench or transcurrent shear
accompanied by horizontal shortening across, and vertical
lengthening along the shear plane. ” The model in this and
further kinematic studies [Fossen and Tikoff, 1993; Tikoff and
Fossen, 1993; Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994] consisted of a ver-
tical zone of distributed deformation, with a discrete fault in
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the center if strain partitioning was assumed in addition
(Figure 1a). Transpressional deformation and strain parti-
tioning have been further studied (analytically) in terms of
mechanics [Haq and Davis, 2010; McCaffrey, 1992; Platt,
1993, and references therein], and by means of analog [e.g.,
Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Casas et al., 2001; Del Castello
et al., 2005;Haq and Davis, 2010;McClay et al., 2004; Pinet
and Cobbold, 1992; Richard and Cobbold, 1990; Scheurs
and Colletta, 1998] and numerical models [Braun and
Beaumont, 1995; Koons, 1994; Upton et al., 2003; Vernant
and Chéry, 2006]. These models consider either oblique
subduction or continent‐continent convergence. The corre-
sponding geometry of the partitioned systems is that of a
wedge bounded at the base by a horizontal or inclined surface
accommodating slip at a high angle to the plate boundary, and
at the back by a vertical strike‐slip fault (Figures 1b and 1c).
[4] These authors have first of all attributed the occur-
rence of strain partitioning at oblique plate boundaries to
convergence angle (a) and/or to rheology. From early
experiments it was concluded that a ductile lower crust
would be required [Richard and Cobbold, 1990]. Other
studies have since shown that strain partitioning also devel-
ops for a brittle rheology after sufficiently large displacement
[e.g., Burbidge and Braun, 1998]. Based on numerical and
analog experiments as well as analytical modeling, the critical
convergence angle for strain partitioning to occur was
derived to be around 25°–30° for a brittle rheology, whereas
it will theoretically not evolve for lower obliquities [Braun
and Beaumont, 1995; Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Haq and
Davis, 2010]. Still, strain partitioning has been observed at
margins with higher plate convergence angles, such as
Sumatra where the plate convergence angle is 50° [Yu et al.,
1993].
[5] Besides, the degree of strain partitioning has been a
subject of investigation, i.e., which fraction of the margin
parallel displacement is accommodated “on a nearly vertical
fault located on the continental side of a zone of plate
consumption” [Fitch, 1972; Fossen and Tikoff, 1993]. It has
been observed and modeled that transpressional strain is
generally not fully partitioned between pure strike slip and
pure convergence. Instead, the slip vector (y) derived from
earthquake focal mechanisms lies between the plate motion
vector a and the margin perpendicular [e.g., McCaffrey,
1992; Teyssier et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1993] (Figure 1b).
From analytical models of brittle transpressional wedges it
was concluded that y is constant and a function of the angle
of internal friction ’ and, in case of an inclined lower slip
surface, its dip D [Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Haq and
Davis, 2010; McCaffrey, 1992] (Figures 1b and 1c).
[6] The existing analytical solutions assume steady state
conditions. However, it has been noted that a minimum
amount of strain is required for strain partitioning to evolve:
it does not occur until a strike‐slip fault has formed in the
center of the transpressional wedge [Burbidge and Braun,
1998]. Until this stage of development, the wedge kine-
matics is necessarily different. This long‐term kinematic
evolution of transpressional wedges, as a function of con-
vergence angle, has not yet been documented in any detail in
previous experimental work. This is mostly because the
experiments were run for low total displacement, or because
Figure 1. (a) Transpression without and with strain partitioning (modified from Tikoff and Teyssier
[1994], with permission from Elsevier). (b, c) Oblique convergence D at an angle a to the plate
boundary is partitioned into along‐strike displacement A on a vertical fault at the back and slip at a higher
angle to the plate boundary O on an inclined fault plane at the front.
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the authors rather focused on the final stage geometry
(Figure 2).
[7] To fill this gap, we used analog tectonic modeling
combined with digital image analysis. This yielded high‐
resolution constraints on the long‐term kinematic evolution
of transpressional brittle wedges, including the occurrence
(initiation, expression) and degree of strain partitioning as a
function of convergence angle. We discuss how these new
and detailed constraints on the kinematics of even individual
fault segments allow validation of existing analytical
mechanical models, in particular the assumption of steady
state. In the companion paper [Leever et al., 2011], the
detailed definition of model kinematic stages that this new
method provides is applied to the Tertiary West Spitsbergen
fold and thrust belt through comparison with field kinematic
data.
2. Modeling Strategy and Setup
[8] A series of experiments with brittle rheology was run at
the Tectonic laboratory at the VU University in Amsterdam
(Teclab) to study the progressive kinematic evolution of
transpressive deformation in response to a constant plate
tectonic boundary condition. We used quartz sand to build
brittle models which were deformed at different convergence
Figure 2. Ratio of total displacement to model thickness (D/h) versus convergence angle in the present
study and in previous experimental work. Note scale change of vertical axis at 10. Numerical models by
Vernant and Chéry [2006] and Braun and Beaumont [1995]; the others are crustal or basin‐scale analog
modeling studies. Note that most of the previous experiments are restricted to low total strain (D/h < 3),
while some feature extremely large deformation with ratios up to 40. The present experiments were
conducted for intermediate total strain. In this domain the changes between kinematic stages were found
to occur.
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angles and with a total displacement D  thickness of the
sand pack h (Figure 2 and Table 1). In addition to visual
inspection during the model runs, progressive deformation
was monitored with digital photography from the top. From
these pictures, an incremental velocity field was calculated
for each time step using digital particle image velocimetry
(DPIV). At the end of the model run, the sand pack was
carefully covered with loose sand to protect the topography. It
was then saturated with water and cross sections were sliced
perpendicular to the plate boundary at 5 cm spacing.
2.1. Model Setup: Geometry and Kinematic Boundary
Conditions
[9] The model setup is shown in Figure 3. Two 1 mm
thick, low friction plastic sheets were placed on a flat base at a
relative anglea which was varied between 4 and 30 degrees.
The upper sheet was fixed to the table top while the lower
sheet was mobile and attached by means of flexible straps to
an engine which pulled at a constant rate. Model parameters
such as convergence angle and displacement are shown in
Table 1. A sand pack of 6 cm thickness and with an extent
of 120 × 70 cm consisting of quartz sand was sieved onto
the basal plastic sheets (Figure 3b). The model thus has a
Table 1. Model Setupa
Model ID
Angle
(deg)
Displacement
D (cm) v
(cm/h)
h
(cm) D/hbTotal dx dy
wsftb32 4 50 3.3 49.9 12 6 8.3
wsftb33 7.5 50 6.5 49.6 12 6 8.3
wsftb34 15 50 12.9 48.3 12 6 8.3
wsftb38 30 24 12.0 20.8 12 6 4.0
aItalic font indicates reference model. Here dx and dy are components of
total displacement orthogonal and parallel to velocity discontinuity,
respectively.
bSee also Figures 2 and 7.
Figure 3. Modeling setup. (a) Top view. D is total displacement of the lower plate, and dy and dx
are corresponding components along‐strike and orthogonal to the edge of the fixed upper plate or velocity
discontinuity. (b) Cross section perpendicular to the basal velocity discontinuity. See Table 1 for values of
dx and dy. (c) Yield strength envelope for quartz sand and scaled natural prototype, granite.
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very simple setup with a constant kinematic boundary
condition and a homogeneous brittle rheology.
[10] The long edge of the stationary upper basal sheet
(Figure 3a) formed a velocity discontinuity, similar to the
“S point” or “strain rate singularity” as defined in 2D by
Willett et al. [1993] and Beaumont et al. [1994]. The model
setup is intrinsically asymmetric, leading to advection of
material from the proside (overlying the moving basal plate)
toward the retroside (above the stationary plate) of the
model. This is similar to the model setup used in a number
of analog studies of obliquely convergent margins [e.g.,
Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Casas et al., 2001; McClay
et al., 2004] but different from Richard and Cobbold [1990],
who used a symmetrical basal kinematic boundary condition.
2.2. Model Scaling and Rheology
[11] In scaled experiments, quartz sand is commonly used
as a physical analog to brittle (upper crustal) rocks. This has
been done in a large number of tectonic analog modeling
studies obeying the scaling rules of dynamic similarity
[Hubbert, 1937]: if a scaled model is to be representative of
its counterpart in nature, similar distributions of stresses,
rheologies and densities are required.
[12] The sieved quartz sand we used has a grain size of
300 mm, a density of 1510 kg/m3, cohesion of 30–70 Pa and
an angle of internal friction of 31°. The length scaling in our
model is 1:500,000 or 2 × 10−6; that is, 1 cm in the model
corresponds to 5 km in nature. The ratio of the densities of
model (quartz sand) and prototype (granite, 2700 kg/m3) is
approximately 1.6, resulting in a scaling factor of 1.25 ×
10−6 for the stresses or brittle strength. Note that for the
current length scaling, the total thickness of the brittle layer
corresponds to 30 km, which we acknowledge is rather
large.
[13] The stress “distributions” mentioned above are best
imaged by a yield strength envelope (YSE) [Goetze and Evans,
1979; see also Ranalli, 1997; Burov, 2007] (Figure 3c).
The construction of the brittle YSE is based on the Mohr‐
Coulomb failure criterion, rewritten in terms of differential
stress [Kirby, 1983; Schellart, 2000; Sibson, 1974]. The
compressional brittle strength (s1–s3) of the model quartz
sand is shown in Figure 3c for the parameters given above.
There is a good agreement with the strength of granite ac-
cording to Byerlee [1978], scaled by the factor of 1.25 × 10−6.
See the appendix of the companion paper [Leever et al., 2011]
for more details.
3. Digital Image Analysis
[14] In some previous laboratory studies of transpressional
wedges and strain partitioning, kinematics and strain were
derived from a displacement field that was calculated from
the displacement of passive markers on the model surface
[Haq and Davis, 2010, 2009; Koons and Henderson, 1995;
Pinet and Cobbold, 1992]. The resolution of the displace-
ment field obtained this way depends on the spacing of the
markers and is generally poor; sufficient to calculate bulk
strain in a segment of the wedge but not good enough to
resolve slip on individual closely spaced fault segments [see,
e.g., Haq and Davis, 2010]. To avoid such problems, we
used the particle tracking method digital particle image
velocimetry [Westerweel, 1993]. This method has the
advantage of a much higher resolution, basically depending
on the resolution of the camera and the displacement interval
between two subsequent pictures. See also Adam et al. [2005]
for a more general application in analog tectonic modeling.
3.1. DPIV Recording
[15] The experiment surface was sprinkled with low‐
density marker particles to enhance the quality of correlation
(C. Schrank, personal communication, 2008). The camera
was suspended above the model and consistently positioned
such that the long side of the image was parallel to the basal
velocity discontinuity, resulting in a grid optimally oriented
for subsequent analysis. The DPIV method was used to
analyze photos of the model surface, which were taken at
regular intervals during progressive deformation. It uses
pattern recognition to calculate a velocity field of incremental
deformation from two subsequent images (Figure 4a). We
used the open source software MatPIV [Sveen, 2004] for
Matlab® with some modifications in the postprocessing
routines. For the available camera resolution and the image
field of view, we obtained a vector field consisting of about
six displacement vectors per square centimeter.
3.2. Surface Expression of Fault Kinematics and Fault
Slip Analysis
[16] For analysis and visualization of fault kinematics (e.g.,
Figures 6 and 11), a directional derivative dv of the original
velocity field was calculated by simply subtracting adjacent
vectors in the x direction (Figure 4). Mathematically, the
operation can be expressed by
dv ¼ v x; yð Þ  v xþ 1; yð Þ
where v is the initial vector field and dv its directional
derivative.
[17] Fault slip was calculated instead of strain, because it
gives a better impression of strain partitioning, displaying
the relative movement of fault blocks by highlighting the
deformation zones between them. Within the (semi‐) rigid
fault blocks, the displacement field is constant and sub-
traction of adjacent vectors gives a resultant ≈ 0. Across a
fault, the magnitude and orientation of the vector field
changes and the differential vector ≠ 0 (Figures 4b and 4c).
In case the length of one of the vectors in dv exceeded a
threshold value, its azimuth (0°–360°) was plotted according
to a color scale (Figure 4d). Thus, on faults aligned in the y
direction, red shades consistently indicate convergence and
purple shades dextral strike slip. Calculating a directional
derivative in the x direction implies that changes in the y
direction are not taken into account. The method is therefore
best suited for the derivation of fault kinematics along fault
segments elongated in the y direction, which is generally the
case for our model.
[18] In a next step, the fault slip evolution on individual
fault segments was quantified (Figures 4f and 4g). The
analysis was based on the fault kinematics diagrams.
Windows with a width of 10 cm were defined in the center
of the models, away from possible boundary effects. A
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Figure 4. Derivation of fault kinematics. (a) DPIV output, vector field of incremental displacement after
21.1 cm of displacement of the lower plate. (b, c) Subtraction of adjacent vectors in the x direction
consistently yields an azimuth around 0° for dextral strike slip and 90° for contraction on faults that
strike N–S. (d) Color coding according to azimuth if the size of the resultant vector exceeds a threshold
value. (e) Color scale for fault slip azimuth (Figures 4d and 4f). On faults striking N–S, red colors con-
sistently indicate reverse faulting, dark blue to purple means dextral strike slip, light blue means extension,
and green means sinistral strike slip. (f) Fault kinematics plot for D = 33.5 cm showing search window for
fault slip analysis. (g) Automatically color coded pixel clusters within search window. These color‐coded
pixel clusters were classified by manually identifying the fault segment they represent. Fault slip was cal-
culated for each identified fault segment (see Figures 12 and 13).
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routine in Matlab® was used to label clusters of pixels
corresponding to segments of the main faults and extract
the information about the fault slip vector dv contained in
them. A weighted average value of the fault slip vector
was calculated for those pixel clusters (n > 10). The labeled
clusters were subsequently classified through manual iden-
tification (Figures 4f and 4g).
4. Results
[19] To facilitate the description of the variance of the
experiments, the model with an intermediate convergence
angle (15°), which moreover produced the clearest expres-
sion of strain partitioning, was selected as a reference. In the
following, this reference model is described in detail,
thereby introducing the nomenclature for the most important
structural elements (Table 2). The DPIV method allowed
easier recognition of active faults and changes in kinematics.
These were used to define different stages in the kinematic
evolution, which are again outlined first for the reference
model. Subsequently, the geometry and kinematics
(including fault slip on individual segments) of the other
models are described, focusing on the effect of convergence
angle on the kinematic evolution of a transpressional wedge.
For convenience, a reference frame is defined in which the
basal velocity discontinuity strikes north‐south with the
moving lower basement plate to the east. The top of the (map
view) images is thus to the north.
4.1. Reference Model: The 15° Convergence Angle
4.1.1. Geometry
[20] The interpretation of the reference experiment fault
patterns in top view at the end of the model run (Figure 5a)
was aided by studying the model kinematic evolution
Table 2. Main Structures in the Model Transpressional Beltsa
Description
R Riedel shears [Riedel, 1929]. Only in 4° model
p Proshears p0–p3. Transient faults with a vergence toward
the down going basement plate, accommodating part of the
orthogonal component of the imposed displacement field.
Strike (sub) parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity.
Dip of 30–55 degrees. Both dip and fault spacing are greater
for smaller convergence angles. Oblique to reverse slip.
r Retroshear. Long‐lived fault with a vergence toward the
stationary (upper) basement plate, accommodating part of the
orthogonal component of the imposed displacement field.
Strike (sub) parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity.
Dip of 35°–55° (larger for smaller convergence angles).
Oblique to reverse slip.
rs Strike‐slip fault branching from retroshear.
Subvertical, strikes (sub) parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity.
ls Linking shear zone. Steep strike‐slip fault striking parallel to
displacement direction, merging with p and r on the sides.
Not developed in 4° model.
cs Central shear zone (Y shear). Major subvertical strike‐slip
fault, (sub) parallel to and overlying the basal
velocity discontinuity.
aWe use lowercase letters to refer to the structures in our models instead
of capitals to avoid confusion with well‐established terminology in strike‐
slip settings (Riedel and P shears).
Figure 5. Geometry of 15° reference model. (a) Top view, (b) uninterpreted cross section, and (c) inter-
preted cross section. Red color is used for faults accommodating significant orthogonal displacement in
addition to strike slip.
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Figure 6
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(Figure 6) and cross sections. The most important structures
are the retroshear (r), the central shear zone (cs) and
proshears ( p0–p3) (Figure 5a and Table 2). In addition, the
major strike‐slip faults rs and ls are highlighted; ls representing
the linking shear zone (which was later offset by displace-
ment along the cs; see section on kinematics), and rs the
strike‐slip fault associated with the retroshear r. r, rs, cs and
the proshears are generally parallel to the basal velocity
discontinuity while ls makes an angle of ∼20° to it.
[21] In cross section (Figures 5b and 5c) the difference
between these faults is more obvious. It shows an asym-
metric wedge centered above the basal velocity disconti-
nuity. A prowedge and retrowedge are separated by the
central shear zone cs. r is the lower boundary of the retro-
wedge which shows only little internal deformation, while
the prowedge is internally dissected by the closely spaced
stacked proshears.
[22] The retroshear r with its strike‐slip branch rs, and the
central shear zone cs represent major, long−lived faults (see
Figures 6 and 7a) along which material was advected
upward. Both accommodated significant and rather similar
uplift (note position of marker layer in Figure 5c). The
retroshear r, rs and cs steepen and merge at depth. Until the
activity on r and rs ceased, the joined lower part of these
faults must have accommodated the displacement by
oblique slip, which became progressively more partitioned
toward the surface.
[23] On the proside, the space problem resulting from the
advection of material upward along the retroshear was
solved by displacement along a series of proshears. At
depth, where they root on the retroshear or cs, two to three
narrowly spaced faults merge into a single proshear toward
the surface (Figures 5b and 5c). In addition to the proshears
which have pronounced contractional components, the
prowedge is dissected by strike‐slip faults. The most
important of these is the linking shear zone ls. This fault
does not extend further downward than p2: it became extinct
during the lifetime of p2 (see also Figure 7a), and from then
on the main strike‐slip displacement was further accom-
modated by the cs.
[24] There is a clear difference in dip between the dif-
ferent types of faults (Figures 5 and 8). The proshears are all
inclined at a shallow angle. The last formed proshear p3 has
a dip of ∼30° while the older, abandoned and passively
uplifted proshears show dips down to 20°. In contrast, the
retroshear r has a dip of some 45°. The strike‐slip faults are
even steeper with angles of 70° (rs, ls) to 90° (cs).
4.1.2. Kinematics
[25] The DPIV method greatly facilitated the observation
of the kinematic evolution of the models. We defined three
different stages in the temporal and spatial evolution of the
reference model, based on the active faults and the slip they
accommodate. These are the (1) distributed strain stage, (2)
shear lens stage and (3) strain partitioning stage (Figure 6).
The stages and their substages are described in more detail
below.
[26] 1. In stage 1, the distributed strain stage (0 < D/h <
0.5), displacement was distributed over a wide area of the
model surface centered above the basal velocity disconti-
nuity. Faults, which had presumably already initiated at
depth, were not yet observed at the surface. The width of the
zone of distributed deformation reflects the width of the
future shear lens (see Figure 11).
[27] 2. In stage 2, the oblique wedge stage (0.5 < D/h <
3.2), localization of displacement along two elongated shear
zones parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity (r on the
retroside and p0 on the proside) became evident at the model
surface in this stage (Figures 6a–6c). The faults accommo-
date oblique displacement and form the boundaries of an
uplifting wedge. Two substages could be defined based on
the local occurrence of strain partitioning on the bounding
faults. These are (2a) without strain partitioning and (2b)
with local strain partitioning on proside and retroside of the
wedge.
[28] 3. In stage 2a (0.5 < D/h < 1.5; Figure 6a), the surface
expression of the bounding faults was initially similar on
proside ( p0) and retroside (r); narrow fault zones accom-
modate oblique displacement.
[29] 4. In stage 2b (1.5 < D/h < 3.2; Figure 6b), the shear
zone on the retroside split into two initially closely spaced
branches, accommodating strike‐slip displacement on the
inner branch rs and reverse displacement on the branch r at
the outside of the wedge. On the proside, though the shape
of p0 became more irregular, it still accommodated oblique
slip. Some minor strike‐slip faults crossed the center of the
wedge, their small displacements expressed rather on the
kinematics plots than on the photograph. Hence, strain was
locally partitioned on the retroside of the model, while
oblique faulting still characterized the proshear. With addi-
tional displacement (Figure 6c), the spacing between the
inner strike‐slip fault (rs) and the outer reverse fault on the
retroside increased. Also on the proside, an inner branch
accommodating along‐strike displacement was separated
from an outer branch accommodating reverse displacement,
although the spacing between the two was small. Minor
strike‐slip faults subparallel to the bulk transport direction
were still observed in the middle of the wedge.
[30] 5. In stage 3, the strain partitioning stage (D/h > 3.2)
(Figures 6d–6f), displacement was partitioned between
strike slip along one of the faults (ls or cs) crosscutting the
uplifted basement wedge and (near) orthogonal displace-
ment along the bounding proshears and retroshears.
[31] 6. In stage 3a (3.2 < D/h < 4.5; Figure 6d), a branch
crosscutting the uplifted basement wedge formed, linking
the strike‐slip faults on proside and retroside that were
formed in stage 2. This new “linking shear zone” ls made an
angle of ∼20 degrees to the basal velocity discontinuity and
thus was (sub) parallel to the imposed displacement field, as
Figure 6. Fault kinematics for 15° reference model showing expression of (a–c) stage 2 and (d–f) stage 3. (left) Picture
(top view), (middle) fault kinematics from PIV analysis, and (right): interpretation of active (black) and abandoned (gray)
faults. Faults accommodating predominantly reverse slip are adorned with pointed teeth, and arrows and arrow pairs indicate
oblique slip and strike slip, respectively. Gray shading in background indicates position of upper stationary plate; black
arrows in Figure 6 (middle) point in displacement direction of lower plate. The star in Figure 6d indicates the future position
of the cs.
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Figure 6. (continued)
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opposed to the preexisting strike‐slip faults which were
parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity. The appearance
of the ls was just preceded by the formation of a new
proshear ( p2). The reverse fault p2 and the strike‐slip fault
ls extended over the same (southern) part of the wedge. In
this part of the wedge, displacement was partitioned
between strike‐slip displacement along ls and predomi-
nantly reverse displacement along p2. To the contrary, in the
northern part of the wedge displacement was accommodated
by (locally partitioned) oblique shear along p1. Part of the
along‐strike displacement was still accommodated by rs in
addition to ls. In the course of this stage, ls and rs merged
into a new shear zone subparallel to and above the basal
velocity discontinuity, cs.
[32] 7. In stage 3b (D/h > 4.5; Figures 6e and 6f), all along
the strike of the wedge, deformation on the retroside of the
wedge ceased and strike‐slip displacement was accommo-
dated by the central shear zone. The cs accommodated
major uplift in addition to the along‐strike displacement. On
the proside of the model, p2 and finally p3 accommodated
orthogonal displacement.
[33] The correlation between the (duration of) the kine-
matic stages and the main active structures is summarized in
Figure 7a. Obviously, no faults were recognized in the
distributed strain stage (stage 1). Retroshear r and the first
proshear p0 appeared simultaneously and this defined the
start of stage 2a. The separation of the retroshear into a
contractional (r) and a strike‐slip (rs) branch coincided with
the formation of a new proshear (p1) and defined the start of
stage 2b. Stage 3a started when the linking shear zone ls,
which had been developing for a while, became a pro-
nounced structure. Note that during this stage most major
structures were active (p1 and p2 on different segments of
the wedge). The end of stage 3a was defined by the disap-
pearance of r and rs. The central shear zone cs had become
activated prior to that. In stage 3b strain was most com-
pletely partitioned between strike‐slip movement along the
cs and reverse displacement along the faults bounding the
wedge on the (pro) side.
4.2. Effect of Convergence Angle
[34] In three additional model runs, the convergence angle
was varied between 4, 7.5 and 30 degrees (Table 1). The
effect of convergence angle on kinematics and final geom-
etry is described below. Moreover, fault slip on individual
fault segments was determined for the 4°, 7.5° and 15°
models, allowing for quantification of the evolution of strain
partitioning and its progressively changing degree. The
latter is also expressed in the dip of the proshears that was
calculated from fault spacing for the 7.5° and 15° models.
Figure 8. Fault dips as a function of convergence angle for r, cs, the most external proshear p, and the
one on the inside of it, p*. For comparison, see the results of Braun and Beaumont [1995].
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4.2.1. Geometry
[35] Several structural elements were common for all of the
models, independent of the convergence angle (Figures 9 and
10). These are the retroshear r, central shear zone cs and
proshears p. However, there are also marked differences
between the models. These are expressed, e.g., by the width of
the wedges, fault types and (relative) fault dips. Again, the
interpretation of the fault patterns in top view was aided by
studying the models’ kinematic evolution and cross sections.
[36] The 4° model showed the narrowest deformation
zone (∼10 cm wide, and 13 cm where p2 is present) and
relatively few major faults (Figure 9a). The wedge was
bounded by retroshear r and proshear p1. A second proshear
( p2) surfaced only in the northernmost part of the model. An
oblique linking shear zone (ls) was not observed; in contrast,
it has two well developed central shear zones (cs and cs2)
parallel to the basal velocity discontinuity. The center of the
belt shows remnants of an initial array of Riedel shears. In
cross section (Figure 10a), the deformed wedge has the rather
symmetrical shape of a flower structure with steep faults
rooting on or near the basal velocity discontinuity. The faults
are straight or convex‐up, though concave‐up geometries are
also observed. The largest uplift is accommodated by p1 and
the two cs faults, between which a narrow wedge is extruding
nearly vertically.
[37] The 7.5° model features r, rs, cs and two proshears
(Figure 9b). The faults are subparallel to the basal velocity
discontinuity, except p2 which swings inward toward the
southern edge of themodel. The wedge has amaximumwidth
of ∼19 cm. In cross section (Figure 10b), the deformed wedge
again looks rather symmetric; less than the 4° model but
more so than the 15° model. The shape of the wedge still
resembles a flower structure, except for p2 which branches
on the cs at a near‐orthogonal angle, similar to the proshears
in the reference model (Figure 10c). This difference in
geometry between p2 and p1 is due to the change in kine-
matic evolution: p2 is active in the strain partitioning stage
(see section 4.2.2). This model also features an extruded
narrow wedge in the center of the model between cs and
p1. The difference with the 4° model is in the dips of cs2
(in the 4° model; Figure 10a) and p1 (in the 7.5° model;
Figure 10b). Due to its shallower dip, the latter accom-
modates shortening in addition to uplift. Uplift along the
subvertical cs, in both cases, leads to collapse of the slope.
Note that, in contrast, the original topographic surface is
largely preserved in the hanging wall of p1. The uplift along
a steep fault, leading to slope collapse, may involve rotation
in addition to translation, while uplift along the less steeply
inclined proshear leads to translation only and thus preser-
vation of the topographic surface.
[38] The width of the wedge of the 30° model (Figure 9d)
is largest of all models, even though this experiment was
terminated after a smaller total displacement than the other
models. In top view, it features a retroshear, ls and several
closely spaced proshears. It shows the most pronounced
structural asymmetry in cross section (Figure 10d). Albeit
more narrowly spaced than in the 15° reference model, the
proshears are also well developed. The number of proshears
and their development, despite the smaller total displace-
ment, are probably due to the larger component of orthog-
onal displacement for this model (Table 1).
[39] From the geometrical relationship between the faults
in cross section (Figure 10), a fault hierarchy has been
defined [see also Bonini et al., 2000]. Faults are considered
equivalent when branching from a common stem at similar
dip angles, such as in a classical flower structure. A distinct
hierarchical relationship is inferred where (subordinate)
faults root at a high angle on another (master) fault. In terms
Figure 9. Effect of changing convergence angle on geometry. Top view for (a) 4°, (b) 7.5°, (c) 15°, and
(d) 30° models. White lines indicate position of cross sections presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Effect of changing convergence angle on geometry. Cross sections for (a) 4°, (b) 7.5°, (c) 15°,
and (d) 30° models (location in Figure 9).
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of such a fault hierarchy, the 7.5° model is transitional between
the 4° model and the higher angle models. While the 4° model
forms a perfect flower structure with faults branching from a
common stem, all proshears in the 30° model root on the ret-
roshear at a near‐orthogonal angle, thus showing a distinct
hierarchy between the retroshear and the proshears. A similar
relationship between faults on the proside and retroside is
observed in the 15° model, with the possible exception of
p0 (Figure 10). In the 7.5° model, in contrast, only p2 (which
formed during the strain partitioning stage, see below) shows
a distinct hierarchical relationship with r.
4.2.2. Kinematics
[40] Through analysis of the kinematic evolution of the
models, a number of structures that were common to all of
the models could be defined (Table 2). However, the kine-
matic evolution itself, and hence the stages, proved to be
different from the reference model and from each other.
Therefore additional stages and substages had to be defined
(Table 3 and Figures 7 and 11).
[41] The first faults to develop in the 4° model (Figure 11a),
after a stage of distributed deformation (stage 1a), were an
array of Riedel shears with a spacing of ∼10 cm, similar
to the width of the deforming wedge, and at an angle of
30 degrees to the basal velocity discontinuity (stage R). The
(central segments of the) Riedel shears were later abandoned
in favor of two continuous faults (r, p1) bounding an oblique
shear lens. As soon as these were in place, a central shear
zone (cs) started to develop, gradually “eating” its way
southward and, in the process, abandoning fault activity on
the retroside (stage 2a). After the cs assumed its final shape
of a straight fault overlying and subparallel to the basal
velocity discontinuity, local strain partitioning was recorded
on closely spaced branches of the proshear p1 (stage 2b).
Later, a new proshear developed (p2) and slip on p1 and p2
alternated between reverse and oblique (stage 3a). In the
final stage of the model (stage SW) a second central shear
zone developed subparallel to the imposed displacement
field. The double cs accommodated all deformation in this
final stage.
[42] The stages defined for the reference model (Figure 7a)
are approximately valid for the 7.5° model (Figure 11b). The
major difference with the reference model is that the cs
evolved much earlier and the retroshear was active longer in
this model (see also Figure 7b). After a period of distributed
deformation (stage 1), two well defined faults accommo-
dating oblique displacement and bounding an uplifted
wedge appeared (stage 2a). Soon after, the cs started to form
by southward propagation. Strain was locally partitioned on
narrowly spaced branches of p1 and r (stages 2b and 2c).
With progressive deformation, the strike‐slip branch of p1
evolved into a second central shear zone cs2. On the proside
a new reverse fault formed (proshear p2) while deformation
on the retroside continued on r and a branch l connecting r
and cs (stage 2c). In the next stage (stage 3a), cs2, the former
p1, was abandoned and a single CS accommodated the
majority of along strike displacement. r and newly formed
p2 accommodated mostly orthogonal displacement. Finally
(stage 3b), all activity on the retroside ceased and strain was
partitioned between p2 and cs. The latter accommodated
significant uplift.
[43] The 30° model (Figure 11c) initially showed two
faults with oblique displacement (stage 2a), bounding an
oblique wedge like in the reference model. The width of the
wedge (20 cm) was however much larger, reflecting the
shallower angle of the bounding faults (Figures 10 and 8).
As in the reference model, local strain partitioning devel-
oped on proside and retroside with proceeding deformation
(stage 2b). The new proshears (p2, p3) developed in an en
echelon arrangement rather than as parallel structures. Also
equal to the reference model, this model showed a pro-
nounced ls, here after some 13 cm displacement (stage 3a).
The structures on the retroside were abandoned not long
afterward (stage 3b).
[44] The initiation and active time of faults are compared
for the different convergence angles in Figure 7b. For all
models except the 4° model, the first faults to appear at the
surface were the oblique proshears and retroshears defining
the shear lens. They appeared after 3–4 cm of displacement.
The first faults in the 4° model were Riedel shears and they
appeared after only 2 cm of displacement. The duration of the
distributed strain stage was thus longer for the higher con-
vergence angles. A likely explanation for this is the dip of the
faults, which is a function of the convergence angle. The
larger convergence angles are characterized by faults with a
smaller dip, which need to propagate through the sand pack
over a larger distance from their nucleation point at the basal
velocity discontinuity before reaching the surface.
[45] From here on, the differences between the models
becamemore pronounced. All models formed new proshears,
but their timingwas very different. In the 4°model, after some
33 cm of displacement (D/h ∼ 5.5) no new proshears were
formed and activity ceased on the existing ones. The other
models kept developing new proshears until the end of the
model runs. The number of proshears and their life time were
clearly dependent on the convergence angle: the 30° model
developed new proshears fastest, the 4° model was slowest
(see p2 column in Figure 7b). The 15° and 30° models have
four proshears each. The 30° model would have developed
the largest number of proshears if the total displacement had
been equal to the other models. In contrast, the 4° and
7.5° models only developed two proshears during the entire
model run (see also Figures 9 and 10). Obviously, this differ-
ence is due to the larger component of margin‐perpendicular
displacement with increasing convergence angle.
[46] Though the moment of initiation of the retroshear (r)
was not very far apart in the different models, the length of
Table 3. Kinematic Stages in Transpressional Beltsa
Main Stage Substage Description
Stage 1,
distributed strain
1 distributed strain, no discrete
faults at model surface
Riedel R belt of Riedel shears
Stage 2,
shear lens
2a wedge bounded by
oblique slip faults
2b oblique wedge with local
strain partitioning on p and/or r
2c oblique wedge with cs or ls
Stage 3,
strain partitioning
3a strain partitioning between
strike slip on cs/ls and high
angle slip on p/r
3b strain partitioning, r abandoned
Strain weakening SW deformation on cs only
aStages in italic font are valid for 15° reference model.
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Figure 11. Fault kinematics and stages for (a) 4°, (b) 7.5°, and (c) 30° models.
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the displacement interval during which it was active shows a
large variation of 12 to more than 30 cm (Figure 7b). In the
4° model, it started to be replaced by the cs as soon as it was
formed. r was active longest in the 7.5° model, though it did
not accommodate major displacement during the final 12 cm
of its existence. Its life time was intermediate in the 15° and
30° models.
[47] In the 15° and 30° models, the linking shear zone was
active before the appearance of the cs, while in the 7.5° model,
a structure geometrically similar to ls evolved after the cs had
formed. The moment of appearance of the plate boundary‐
parallel central shear zone cs clearly depended on the con-
vergence angle. For the low‐angle models (7.5° and 4°) the
cs started forming as one of the earliest structures. These
models showed a double cs, transient in case of the 7.5° model
and dominating a final and new type of deformation stage in
case of the 4° model. In the 15° model, 25 cm of displacement
was required for the cs to form. In our 30° model, which was
stopped after 24 cm, a cs did not evolve. However, experiments
by McClay et al. [2004] show that it will eventually develop
for larger displacement.
4.2.3. Slip on Individual Fault Segments
[48] The fault kinematic analysis presented above allowed
the definition of stages based on the active faults in the
model and differences in fault slip based on visual analysis
of the colors representing strike slip, oblique slip or dip slip.
Visual inspection of these images derived from the DPIV
data set only gives a rough estimate of the orientation of the
fault slip vector, however, and therefore fault slip was
quantified on individual fault segments (see section 3.2 and
Figure 4). The results of this analysis are presented in
Figures 12 and 13.
[49] The data points in the diagram of raw (unclassified)
fault slip data for the reference model are rather scattered,
yet two groups around 360° and 60°–75° can be identified
(Figure 12a). In addition there are some data points around
300°. These groups of values were expected from the more
qualitative results presented above (see Figure 6): the
strike of the basal velocity discontinuity and the major faults
is N−S and in this reference frame 360° corresponds to
dextral strike slip, while the second group (60°–75°) cor-
responds to contraction with slip at a larger angle to the plate
boundary. The cluster around 300° corresponds to extension
or slope collapse on the steeply uplifted central prowedge.
[50] Each of the data points in this raw data set represents
a pixel cluster in a fault kinematics plot (Figures 6 and 11).
The pixel clusters corresponding to the main fault segments
were manually identified (see section 3.2). The resulting
classified data points are plotted together with the model
stages defined previously in a classified fault slip diagram
(Figure 12b). Here, the data points corresponding to pixel
clusters that could not be attributed to one of the major
faults are omitted.
[51] No faults were active in stage 1 and correspondingly,
the classified plot does not show any data points in this stage
(Figure 12b). In contrast, a very large number of data points,
corresponding to small pixel clusters with widely varying
fault slip azimuths, characterizes the raw data in this stage
(Figure 12a). In stage 2a, r and p0 bound the oblique wedge
and feature a fault slip azimuth around 20 degrees, corre-
sponding to highly oblique slip (Figure 12b). Stage 2b was
defined by the onset of local partitioning. This is reflected in
a larger scatter of the fault slip azimuths. Slip on r ranges
between 60° and 90°, while slip on p1 is much more oblique
(and less well constrained) with values between 30° and 70°.
rs shows nearly pure strike slip with its slip azimuth clus-
tering around 0°. In stage 3a ls became clearly expressed.
Where the slip azimuth on ls showed a large scatter during
the previous stage, it stabilized around 15° in this stage. The
slip azimuth on ls has thus become parallel to its strike
(Figures 5 and 6), confirming its dextral strike‐slip character.
rs remained a stable dextral strike‐slip fault, as evidenced by
the homogeneous azimuth of 0°, while r shows nearly per-
fect orthogonal contraction. In this stage, p2 appeared. The
slip vector on this fault is well constrained and shows a very
distinct rotation from oblique (around 50°) during its initial
activity to near orthogonal (75°–80°) at its termination. The
quality of the data is not good enough to unequivocally
confirm whether a similar pattern may be inferred for p3 and
even p1. In any case, initial slip on p3 was again more
oblique than the final movement on p2. During stage 3, the
fault slip azimuth on cs changed from around 0° to 10°. A
similar clockwise rotation of the strike of the fault occurred
(Figure 6), showing that its dextral strike‐slip character was
maintained.
[52] A rather similar fault slip evolution was recorded for
the 7.5° model (Figure 13a). Fault slip on r and p1 in stage
2a is more oblique than in the reference model, mostly so for
p1 which shows a slip azimuth around 10°, while 15° is
recorded for r. From the moment of its formation the cs
accommodated progressively more displacement per time
step. In this model, too, its clockwise rotation was reflected
in the fault slip azimuth that increased from 0° to ∼10°, as
the cs became aligned to the displacement field. From the
start of the strain partitioning stage, slip on the retroshear
showed the largest angle to the plate boundary, approaching
orthogonal slip like in the reference model. The magnitude
of displacement on p2 is obviously smaller than in the ref-
erence model, due to the smaller margin orthogonal com-
ponent of the plate vector. Its orientation, however, shows a
similar progressive clockwise rotation, increasing from
oblique slip at 40° to near‐orthogonal 80°.
[53] In the 4° model, finally (Figure 13b), the magnitude
of reverse slip on the proshears, particularly p2, was gen-
erally so small that they were difficult to identify at the
current resolution of our vector field. The fault identified as
p1 is a strike‐slip fault rather than a reverse fault. This is
also evident from its geometry in cross section (Figure 10)
In this model, the strain partitioning stage (3), which is the
final stage for the other models, is a transient stage. It is
followed by a “strain weakening” stage characterized by
rotation of the cs which became aligned with the applied
displacement field. The fault slip azimuth diagram clearly
shows the moment of rotation as the slip vector azimuth also
changes from around 0° (in stages 2 and 3) to 4° (in the final
strain weakening stage).
[54] The results from this new analysis allow more ready
comparison between model and field data. In a companion
paper [Leever et al., 2011] we describe the expression of
these tectonic stages in the West Spitsbergen fold and thrust
belt.
4.2.4. Fault Dips
[55] In addition to the dips of the faults that characterize
the final stage (Figures 8 and 10) and which show a strong
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Figure 12. Fault slip azimuth versus displacement for the 15° reference model. (a) Raw data. (b) Clas-
sified data with bubble size according to average slip vector length times area. Large bubbles indicate
large displacement.
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Figure 13. Fault slip azimuth versus displacement. (a) The 4° model and (b) the 7.5° model.
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correlation with convergence angle, the changing dip of the
proshears with progressive displacement was measured for
the two models with intermediate convergence angles (7.5°
and 15°; Figure 14). The previous analyses revealed that
strain partitioning is best developed in these models and this
is also reflected in the fault dips. The dips were derived from
the spacing between the active fault and the basal velocity
discontinuity and the known height of the sand pack. The
faults are not perfectly straight lines, and therefore maxi-
mum and minimum dip angles are plotted.
[56] In both models, the proshears that formed during
stage 2 ( p0 and p1 for the 15° model and p1 for the 7.5°
model) initiated at a minimum dip between 40° and 37.5°
(Figure 14).The initial minimum dip of the proshears formed
during the strain partitioning stage ( p2 and p3), in contrast,
was much smaller and varied between 32° and 28°, clus-
tering around the theoretical fault dip of 29.5° predicted by
the Mohr‐Coulomb failure criterion in orthogonal conver-
gence for sand with an angle of internal friction of 31°.
[57] The increase in fault dip angle on the individual fault
segments during their active time (Figure 14) is probably
only apparent and reflects a translation of the prowedge
(including the active fault), onto the retroshear, rather than a
rotation, and thus an actual dip angle change, of the active
fault. The final stage cross sections (Figure 10) support this
interpretation. Where the proshears root on the retroshear (or
cs), they consist of several closely spaced segments which
merge into a single one toward the model surface. With
progressive advection of the prowedge onto the retroshear,
new segments are formed at the velocity discontinuity,
merging with the existing upper part of the active proshear
which, while it keeps accommodating displacement, is itself
also advected up the retroshear.
5. Summary of Model Results
[58] The change in model characteristics, both in terms of
geometry and the kinematic evolution, is gradual between
the different convergence angles. This is well expressed by
the dip angle of the retroshear which gradually decreases
with increasing convergence angle (Figures 8 and 10). Most
of the main structural elements (r, cs, ls, and p) are common
to all of the models. The 4° model is the only one with a
distinct set of Riedel shears as the first faults to form
(though they appeared also in some of the repeated 7.5°
model runs). It also lacks a linking shear zone ls.
[59] Though the transitions are gradual, two groups may
be defined based on similar geometries for the low‐angle
models (4° and 7.5°) and the higher‐angle models (15° and
30°). The main characteristics of the higher‐angle models
are first a pronounced asymmetry with associated fault
hierarchy between retroside and proside, second the pres-
ence of a ls in addition to a cs and finally a clear difference
between the proshears on one hand and strike‐slip faults
within the prowedge and retrowedge on the other hand. The
proshears root on r or cs at an angle of ∼90°. In the low‐
angle models, faults are rather arranged as a positive flower
structure with steep faults at the base, becoming less steep
toward the top with convex‐up geometries. Only p2 in the
7.5° model shows a subordinate geometry similar to the
higher‐angle models.
Figure 14. Fault dip evolution for 7.5° and 15° models.
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[60] Based on kinematics, however, the 7.5° and 15°
models could be grouped. Both show the same kinematic
stages (Table 3) and a very similar fault slip evolution
(Figures 12 and 13) with a progressive clockwise rotation by
∼40° of the fault slip azimuth on the proshear during the
strain partitioning stage. The kinematic evolution of the 4°
and 30° models does not show this behavior, though repe-
tition of the 30° model with larger total displacement would
be required to exclude this.
6. Discussion
[61] The most important previous contributions, beside
field based studies, to the understanding of transpressional
brittle wedges and their mechanics are given in a relatively
small number of studies based on analog modeling,
numerical modeling or analytical solutions [Braun and
Beaumont, 1995; Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Haq and
Davis, 2010; Koons, 1994; McCaffrey, 1992; Platt, 1993,
2000; Richard and Cobbold, 1990; Upton et al., 2003;
Vernant and Chéry, 2006]. These authors addressed the
effect of convergence angle and rheology (including the
strength of bounding surfaces) on initially forming struc-
tures (oblique reverse faults or strike slip), as well as on the
occurrence and degree of strain partitioning during pro-
gressive deformation.
[62] This discussion will be limited to brittle frictional
rheologies such as in our model wedges, and emphasize the
long‐term kinematic evolution of transpressional wedges
and the relationship between geometry, kinematics and
mechanics. The first key issue we address is the effect of
convergence angle on the geometry and long‐term kine-
matic evolution of brittle transpressional wedges, comparing
our results with previous modeling results. Second, we
discuss how the detailed observations of kinematics and
geometry in our analog models of brittle transpressional
wedges contribute to the validation of analytical mechanical
models and thus to the understanding of their mechanics.
[63] A detailed comparison between analog modeling
results (applying the method introduced in this paper) and
the geometry and kinematics of the oblique West Spitsber-
gen fold and thrust belt is presented in the companion paper
[Leever et al., 2011].
6.1. Effect of Convergence Angle on Geometry and
Kinematics
[64] The geometrical characteristics of brittle transpres-
sional wedges vary as a function of convergence angle. This
is evident from our results and has been shown as well in
previous work [Braun and Beaumont, 1995; Burbidge and
Braun, 1998; McClay et al., 2004; Richard and Cobbold,
1990]. The main variables are the fault dip, reflected in
the width of the wedge and the presence of a central strike‐
slip fault, reflecting the development of strain partitioning
with long‐term deformation (Figures 9–11). Our models and
analyses revealed some additional characteristics which are
outlined below.
[65] The previously recognized relation between conver-
gence angle and fault dip is that a larger convergence angle
corresponds to a smaller fault dip. This was theoretically
predicted by Braun and Beaumont [1995] and has been
observed in analog and numerical experiments [e.g., Braun
and Beaumont, 1995; Burbidge and Braun, 1998; McClay
et al., 2004]. We recorded such a relationship in our mod-
els (Figure 8). The results of Braun and Beaumont [1995]
are in the same range. The steeper faults in our models of
highly oblique convergence (4°, 7.5°) lead to a narrow
wedge; for a larger convergence angle with shallow dipping
faults (30°), the wedge is correspondingly wider (Figures 9
and 10).
[66] In addition, we were able to establish a relation
between the fault dip and the kinematic stage of the
wedge. Proshears that formed during the strain partitioning
stage have a smaller dip than the ones formed for the same
convergence angle but during the oblique wedge stage
(Figure 14). In addition, they show a subordinate relation-
ship to the retro (or central) shear zone upon which they root
at a high angle. This is best expressed in the 7.5° model, in
which the geometries of p1 and p2 in relation to the central
shear zone are very different (Figure 10). The faults formed
during the oblique wedge stage (r, cs, p1) are arranged as a
positive flower structure with steep dips at the base,
becoming less steep toward the top with convex‐up geom-
etries. In contrast, p2 shows a very different geometry,
subordinate to r/cs by rooting on it at a high angle. In the
15° model, which also demonstrated very well developed
strain partitioning, the difference in dip between the latest
proshears and the retroshear is more telling (Figures 8 and
10). In this model (and also in the 7.5° model), the retro-
shear shows a consistently larger dip than the latest prosh-
ear, formed during strain partitioning. In contrast to the
proshears, which are transient structures and may adapt to
the prevalent stress regime, the retroshear is a long‐lived and
stable feature and its dip does not change even if fault slip
does. For comparison, the dip of proshears and retroshears is
approximately equal for the 30° model, which never grew
out of the oblique wedge stage.
[67] This means that the wedge geometry is influenced not
only by the externally imposed convergence angle, but also
by the kinematic stage of the wedge which changes the
“apparent” convergence angle. Based on the wedge geom-
etry and fault hierarchy, two groups could be defined, one
for the high angle (15°, 30°) and one for the low‐angle (4°,
7.5°) models.
6.2. Inferences on Transpressional Brittle Wedge
Mechanics
[68] Two important characteristics of (brittle) transpres-
sional wedges have been predicted by analytical models.
The first one concerns the initial stage of wedge evolution
and distinguishes “wrench‐dominated” and “pure shear‐
dominated” transpression [Burbidge and Braun, 1998;
Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994]. The second one concerns the
strain partitioning stage and predicts a constant slip vector
azimuth at the front, as a function of internal friction and/or
friction on the bounding surfaces of the wedge [Haq and
Davis, 2010; McCaffrey, 1992; Platt, 1993]. Both are dis-
cussed below in the light of our model results.
6.2.1. Initial Development: First Faults
[69] Differences in the initial evolution of transpressional
wedges as a function of convergence angle have been
attributed to the changing orientation of the stress triad with
convergence obliquity [Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Fossen
and Tikoff, 1993; Koons, 1994]. We define a reference
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frame in which x and y are both horizontal and perpendicular
and parallel to the plate boundary, respectively, and z is
vertical. For orthogonal convergence, s1 // x, s2 // y and
s3 // z, while in strike slip, s1 and s3 are horizontal and
at an angle of 45° to x and y, and s2 // z. To explain these
end‐member orientations of the stress triad and predict the
intermediate ones, it has been proposed that the stress triad
rotates around the vertical (sz) axis with increasing obliq-
uity [Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994].
With increasing obliquity, the relative magnitude of s2 and
s3 also changes, the difference between them becoming
smaller. At a convergence angle of 20°, s2 and s3 change
position: s2 is vertical from now on. The convergence angle
of 20° thus marks the transition between wrench‐dominated
transpression and pure shear‐dominated transpression
[Fossen et al., 1994; Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994]. Alterna-
tively,Koons [1994] proposed a change of the shear stress txy
as a function of the convergence angle and a rotation of the
principal stresses around the x axis. His model assumes a
wedge with a sloping top and base and thus represents a 3‐D
case of the 2‐D critical wedge model [Dahlen, 1984; Davis
et al., 1983; Lehner, 1986]. In this case the initial orien-
tation of s1 is not horizontal but it may have a dip of up to
40° in the x direction.
[70] What are the implications of these different trans-
pression regimes? According to the theory, the initially
forming structures should be (vertical) strike‐slip faults for
convergence angles ≤ 20 degrees, and reverse faults above
20 degrees [Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994]. In transtension, this
theoretical angle was confirmed by experimental results
[Withjack and Jamison, 1986]. This concept of “first faults,
” however, is not exactly reproduced by analog models of
transpressional wedges. Typically, even in the wrench‐
dominated regime, an oblique wedge forms before a strike‐
slip fault evolves above the basal velocity discontinuity (see
the 15° and 7.5° models; Figures 6 and 11b). Only in case of
the very lowest convergence angles (<5°) a strike‐slip fault
is the first to form (see the Riedel shears in the 4° model;
Figure 11a). This is the case both for brittle (our results) [see
also Burbidge and Braun, 1998; Richard and Cobbold,
1990] and brittle‐ductile [Casas et al., 2001; Richard and
Cobbold, 1990] rheologies.
[71] Tikoff and Teyssier [1994] give a possible explana-
tion for this discrepancy by emphasizing the importance of
the kinematic boundary conditions in controlling deforma-
tion, rather than stresses. In other words, if the behavior of
the brittle model wedges is different from theory, it is
because the orientation of the stress triad may be strongly
affected by kinematic boundary conditions, in our case the
linear basal velocity discontinuity (VD). Faults are prone to
nucleate at this VD and hence the localization and orienta-
tion of the first faults at depth will be determined by it. In
strike‐slip systems with a basal VD, the plough shape of
Riedel shears is explained by a change of the orientation of
the stress triad with depth [Naylor et al., 1986]. At the free
surface, the stress triad is oriented with s2 vertical, and s1
and s3 horizontal and at 45° to the VD. Strike slip faults
then form at an orientation to the VD determined by the
Mohr‐Coulomb failure criterion, in the same way as they
would in response to far‐field stress in this orientation.
However, with depth the influence of the VD becomes more
pronounced. Thus, for the smallest convergence angles in a
transpressional system, the changing orientation of the stress
tensor with depth leads to the development of R, R’ and
P shears, forming a positive flower structure [Tchalenko
and Ambrasyas, 1970; Christie‐Blick and Biddle, 1985].
[72] In the brittle upper crust, a velocity discontinuity
such as in our experimental setup may result from any
rheological or geometric irregularity which was present at
the onset of shortening. For example, along a large normal
fault bounding a half graben or in inherited negative flower
structures basement rocks could be juxtaposed with weaker
sedimentary rocks. At a larger scale, a plate boundary ori-
ented oblique to the direction of plate motion will form a
(possibly sharp) oblique velocity discontinuity.
6.2.2. Strain Partitioning Stage: Fault Slip at the Front
[73] Strain partitioning is a phenomenon that only develops
after relatively long‐term deformation, as has been recorded
before [Burbidge and Braun, 1998;McClay et al., 2004] and
is confirmed by our results. The previous discussion on the
orientation of the stress triad refers to initially forming
structures only, and is not valid for large deformation because
the topographic buildup perturbs the initial layer cake
geometry and creates a true doubly vergent wedge.
[74] Analytical models of fore‐arc slivers / oblique sub-
duction/transpressional wedges have been used to study the
relation between bulk rheology of accretionary wedges and the
degree of strain partitioning [Haq andDavis, 2010;McCaffrey,
1992; Platt, 1993, 2000]. The analytical models are mostly
defined for accretionary wedges at obliquely convergent sub-
duction zones. Three different classes of brittle/frictional
wedge models are recognized, with increasing complexity.
[75] 1. The simplest model is that of a block bounded by a
horizontal plane at the base and vertical plane at the back
[Haq and Davis, 2010]. This block represents a fore‐arc
sliver and is not allowed to deform internally.
[76] 2. A second model representing oblique subduction
zones is that of a critical wedge with a sloping base and a
vertical fault at the back [McCaffrey, 1992; Platt, 1993].
[77] 3. The third model represents continent‐continent
collision. In this model, which is based on the work by
McCaffrey [1992], the dip of lower surface (D) is a function
of convergence angle a and not an independent variable like
in the previous two models [Burbidge and Braun, 1998].
This case is representative for our models.
[78] The first two models have shown that wedges with
perfectly plastic and Coulomb brittle rheologies behave
similarly in oblique convergence: strain will be partitioned
when the convergence angle exceeds a critical obliquity
[Haq and Davis, 2010; Platt, 1993]. During strain parti-
tioning, there is a maximum slip obliquity at the front which
is a function of the friction on the boundaries of the wedge
and which is independent of plate convergence angle [Haq
and Davis, 2010; McCaffrey, 1992; Platt, 1993]. As a
consequence, the degree of strain partitioning (i.e., the
fraction of margin parallel slip accommodated on the strike‐
slip fault) increases as the convergence angle decreases,
giving the trivial result that pure strike‐slip margins show
the highest degree of strain partitioning. The third approach
was used only to derive the critical convergence angle for
strain partitioning.
[79] Since the previous quantitative analytical work
focused on steady state conditions, the results should be
compared with our strain partitioning stage only. Our model
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results disagree with the prediction of constant slip obliquity
at the front for accretionary wedges [Haq and Davis, 2010;
McCaffrey, 1992]. On a single proshear (p2 in 7.5° and 15°
experiments) a rotation of the slip vector by up to 40 degrees
has been recorded (Figures 12 and 13). A potential cause for
this rotation of the slip vector on the frontal reverse fault
could be the progressive topographic buildup. In initially
nonpartitioned systems, the late‐stage evolution of strain
partitioning by formation of a central strike‐slip fault has
been attributed to increase in topography, which in turn
changes the force balance within the wedge by increasing
the vertical component of the stress tensor [Burbidge and
Braun, 1998]. An additional contribution may come from
deactivation of other faults in the wedge (e.g., the retro-
shear) so that a larger component of the margin orthogonal
slip is accommodated by the frontal proshear. If topography
indeed is a key control on fault kinematics, the effect of
erosion should be investigated. Previous studies of 2‐D
(orthogonal) orogenic wedges have proven the impact of
erosion on wedge dynamics [Willett et al., 1993] and there is
no reason to assume it will be less so in 3D [Koons, 1994].
[80] A direct comparison between the analytical solutions
of Platt [1993], McCaffrey [1992], Haq and Davis [2010]
and our model results may not be possible because of the
different boundary conditions. These analytical models
represent accretionary wedges / fore‐arc slivers on oceanic
subduction zones. An important characteristic of these is
that the dip of the basal surface (b) is independent of the
convergence obliquity. In our models, representing conti-
nent‐continent collision, the dip of the frontal reverse fault is
a function of the convergence angle. In addition, it changes
with the progressive evolution of the wedge: proshears
formed during strain partitioning stage have lower dips than
initial faults.
[81] The degree of strain partitioning in our models
increases during progressive slip on a single fault. This
behavior could possibly be compared with a dynamic steady
state such as the out‐of‐sequence thrusting in a brittle wedge
after the formation of a new thrust at the toe, in order to
maintain the critical taper [Davis et al., 1983]. Based on our
observations we cannot decide that the analytical results are
not valid for brittle continent‐continent wedges, but if one
wants to make prediction about bulk wedge rheology based
on kinematic observations [e.g., Platt, 2000], behavior
deviating from steady state must be taken into account.
7. Conclusions
[82] We used a high‐resolution image analysis technique
(DPIV) to monitor and analyze in unprecedented detail the
long‐term kinematic evolution of transpressional brittle
wedges as a function of convergence angle. The analysis
focused on the occurrence (including initiation and expres-
sion) and degree of strain partitioning during highly oblique
convergence. The DPIV results moreover allowed the vali-
dation of analytical models of transpressional wedge
mechanics, particularly the following.
[83] 1. The change in geometric characteristics of trans-
pressional brittle wedges as a function of convergence angle
is gradual. The highest obliquities (4°, 7.5° convergence
angle) are characterized by the narrowest deformation zone
and steepest faults, which are arranged in a flower structure.
The lower obliquities (15° and 30° convergence angles) are
characterized by lower fault dip angles and consequently
wider wedges and feature a distinct fault hierarchy in which
the proshears are subordinate to and root at a high angle on a
longer‐lived retroshear.
[84] 2. The kinematic evolution of transpressional brittle
wedges is characterized by a sequence of distinct stages,
culminating in a stage of strain partitioning. Remarkably,
these stages develop for constant kinematic boundary con-
ditions (i.e., convergence angle and displacement rate) and a
uniform brittle rheology and occur consistently in the realm
of convergence angles between 4 and 30 degrees. Three
distinct kinematic stages could be defined for the models
with 7.5° and 15° convergence angles. These are an initial
“distributed strain” stage during which no faults appear at
the model surface, a second “oblique wedge” stage with
oblique slip on the faults bounding the wedge on proside
and retroside. In the course of this stage, slip becomes
locally partitioned on strike‐slip and reverse faults branch-
ing from the master fault which still accommodates oblique
slip at depth. In the “strain partitioning stage” strain is
partitioned between plate boundary parallel slip on a large
strike‐slip fault in the center of the wedge and slip at a high
angle to the plate boundary on the bounding faults. The
4° model features an additional stage at the start, in which
Riedel shears are active.
[85] 3. The previously established relationship between
convergence angle and fault dip angle was confirmed. In
addition, a relationship was established between the kine-
matic stage and fault dip angle. Proshears that formed
during the strain partitioning stage evolved at a smaller dip
(approaching that for orthogonal convergence) than the
proshears that formed during the oblique wedge stage.
[86] 4. Determination of the fault slip azimuth on indi-
vidual fault segments for the 7.5° and 15° models revealed
that the slip vector on the proshears during the strain par-
titioning stage is not constant but rotates by up to 40° from
initially oblique to nearly pure reverse. This may be explained
by topographic buildup increasing the vertical stress, strain
weakening of the faults or possibly changes in slip rates on
other fault segments. Further analysis is required to resolve
this and the implications, i.e., whether it means that the
degree of strain partitioning indeed is not constant for a
constant angle of plate convergence, as has been predicted
by analytical models.
Notation
a angle of plate convergence
a’ convergence obliquity (90 − a)
d fault dip in the direction of maximum principal stress s1
D fault dip perpendicular to plate boundary / basal velocity
discontinuity
 angle between maximum principal stress s1 and the nor-
mal to plate boundary
’ angle of internal friction (31° for dry quartz sand)
y critical slip obliquity
r density
s stress
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